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ABSTRACT
Cities around the world have become radically altered in their scale, scope and complexity as a result of increased mobility, massive internal movements of labor and refugees, technological developments and economic fluctuations. Such changes have led to the creation of increasingly diverse forms of socio-spatial patterns which intensify or challenge key spatial elements of the urban fabric as well as patterns of coexistence between urban communities. Discussions on urban segregation, spatial justice and the right to the city as well as a strong critique of unfair development patterns have become prominent, fueling debates over the importance of urban form in connection with the many dimensions underpinning our lives in cities. Urban municipal authorities, policy makers, urban designers and scholars among others, are called to respond to such challenges and a variety of approaches on understanding urban form and the agents and processes of urban transformation have developed. Yet, despite extensive investigation to date, these are characterized by specific national, institutional and disciplinary trends and have seen the emergence of separate “schools of thought”, often applied in relative isolation. This has direct implications on both the research and the teaching of urban form analysis in higher education institutions, which often address cities’ issues from isolated perspectives either reflecting specific national educational trends or opting for a globalized approach cutting the knots with local specificities. This presentation aims firstly at identifying the range of different phenomena that are the object of urban form enquiry and secondly, at exploring the possibility to combine and coordinate these approaches in order to improve our ability to describe, explain and prescribe urban form, encompassing all the factors which condition contemporary cities. It does so by reflecting on recent attempts to bridge across disciplinary, research and institutional boundaries. It then advances the argument that a multifaceted research in urban form, channeled into innovative pedagogical approaches, can potentially foster fresh hermeneutic possibilities and a more nuanced understanding of human settlements.
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